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Strong laws of large numbers concerning nonnegative random variables are 
obtained and then they are utilized to establish stability results, among other things, 
for sums of pairwise independent random variables and the range of random walks. 
Let {Xi: i > 0) be a sequence of random variables. Let S, = C;=i Xi. In a 
recent work [3], we have shown how the classical law of large numbers for 
independent, identically distributed random variables, i.i.d., can be extended 
in an elementary fashion to the case where the random variables are pairwise 
independent, identically distributed. Following the ideas in that paper we 
study the stability of S, for the case where the summands are nonnegative. 
Namely, we give sufficient conditions so that (S, - ES,)/n + 0 a.s. The 
conditions are weak enough to prove, among other things, the classical law 
of large numbers and the stability of the range of random walks. 
STABILITY RESULTS FOR SUMS OF NONNEGATIVE 
RANDOM VARIABLES 
Throughout this work {Xi: i > 0) is a sequence of random variables 
defined on a probability space (Q, Sr, P), and S, = x7=, Xi. We shall use 
the following conventions: 
(i) [u] will denote the integer part of the real number a, i.e., the 
greatest integer smaller than or equal to a; 
(ii) c will always stand for an unimportant positive constant which 
may be different in various places. 
We shall also assume, to avoid trivialities, X,‘s to be nondegenerate. 
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The reader will notice that some of the theorems could be combined into 
one. The proofs, however, are nonoverlapping and we choose not to do so for 
the sake of simplicity. 
THEOREM 1. Let {Xi: i > O}be a sequence of nonnegative random 
variables with finite second moments such that: 
(a) sUPi>l)Exi < CQ, 
(b) EXiXj < EX,EXj, j > i, and 
(C) CEl Var Xi/i2 < 00. 
Then as n+ o3, 
(S, - ESJn -+ 0 a.s. 
ProoJ: Let a > 1 and k, = [a’]. Then by Chebyshev’s inequality 
2 P{I(S,n - ES,J/k,I > E} Q c 2 Var Sk,,/ki 
?!=I n=1 
<C n$ @, VarXi)jk: 
<c $ VarXJi’ < 00, (1) 
n=1 
for every E > 0. Thus by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, as n + a~, 
(S,, - ES,J/k, + 0 a.s. (2) 
Now given k, a positive integer, for k, < k < k,, , 
S, -ES, Sk,+, -E%,+, k,,, E&n+, -ES,, 
k 
< k 
(3) 
IT+1 k+ n kn * 
Similarly we can get a lower bound for the left-hand side of (3) and conse- 
quently by (2) and (a) 
7 
ii”, KS, - ES,)/kI < (;;t EX,)(a - 1) 
for every a > 1 which concludes the proof. 
(4) 
COROLLARY 1. Let (Xi: i > 0) be a sequence of pairwise independent 
random variables with finite second moments such that: 
(a) SUpi>oE (Xi-EXil < 00% 
(b) Cz, Var Xi/i2 < a~. 
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Then as n -+ co, 
(S, - ES,)/n + 0 as. 
Proof: Consider the sequence of random variables {(Xi - EX,)+ : i > 0) 
and its corresponding sum, say S,*. Since Var(X, - EXi)’ < 
E(X, - EX,)+* ,< VarXi we clearly have the stability of Sz. A similar 
consideration for negative part, say S,**, together with the fact that 
ES,* -ES,** = 0 completes the proof. 
Remark 1. Both conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied if Var XI)s have 
common bounds. 
THEOREM 2. Let {Xi: i > O} be a sequence of nonnegative pairwise 
independent random variables such that: 
(a) sup EXt < 00, 
(b) Cz 1 P{X, > i} < co and Cy= 1 E(X,Z{X, > i))/n -+ 0, and 
(c) Czl E(XfZ{X, < i})/i’ < co. 
Then as n -+ 03, 
(S, - ES,)/n + 0 as. 
Proof. Let Yi =XiZ{Xi Q i} and S,* = XI=, Yi. Clearly, Yts fit the 
framework of Theorem 1. Therefore we have the stability of S,*. Now part 
(b) takes care of the difference between S,* and S,, and ES,* and ES,, which 
is sufficient to give us the desired result. 
COROLLARY 2. Let (Xi: i > 0) be a sequence of pairwise independent 
identically distributed random variables with E IX, ) < co. 
Then as n + 03, 
S,/n -+ EX, a.s. 
Proof. A simple calculation shows that all the relevant terms in (a)-(c) 
of Theorem 2, when applied to {XT: i > 0) and (X;: i > 0}, are bounded by 
cE IX, 1 (see also Etemadi [3]), and that establishes Corollary 2. 
THEOREM 3. Let {Xi: i > 0} be a sequence of nonnegative random 
variables with Jinite second moments such that: 
(a) SUPi>oExi < ~0, 
(b) EXiXj < EXtEXj-i, j > i, 
(c) Cz I (C{=, 1 EXt - EXjI)/j* < ~g, and 
(d) CE, VarXJi* < co. 
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(S, - ESJn --t 0 a.s. 
Remark 2. Since, by changing the order of summation, 
E-27, - EXi 1 i ‘2 IEX,-EX,+,[ 
i=l k=l 
<C k?j, IExk-Exk+,t, (5) 
(c) can be replaced by a stronger condition; namely, 
(C’) Cg, IEXj-EX/+,/ < 00 
or even still a stronger one; namely, 
(c”) {EX,: i > 0} is a monotone sequence. 
ProojY With regard to the proof of Theorem 1, the following argument, 
utilizing (a)-(c), justifies the validity of the theorem: 
fj VarSk,/ki ,< 2 
c 
$ VarXi+ 2 ‘2’ 2 clEXj-EXj-,( 
,i 
kf, 
It=1 n=1 =I i=l j=i+l 
Cc ([gl VarXi/i2 + i$, j=f+, IExj-Exj-ilIj2) 
G c (ig, Var Xi/i2 + ‘z2 1s: IEX, - EX,-i I/j2) 
< C ( ,gl Var Xi/i2 f ‘g2 I$: I Exj - Exiih2) 
< co. (6) 
Remark 3. It is clear now that (b) in the above theorem can be replaced 
by the following weaker assumption: 
(b’) Cov(X,, X,) < c IEX, - EXjpll, j > i. 
Let {Xi: i > 0) be a sequence of independent random variables taking 
values in d-dimensional integer lattice points. Let N, be the number of times 
S, = Cy= r X, visits the origin. Since the random variables are independent 
and N, = Ch, I{Sl = 0}, as a corollary to the above theorem we have 
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COROLLARY 3. For a sequence of d-dimensional integer-valued random 
variables {X,} with S, = CyzI X,, if c/“=, c{=l IP{Si = 0) - 
P{Sj = 0)1/j’ < a~, then (N, - EN,,)/n + 0 a.s. as n + 00. 
Remark 4. The series corresponding to Corollary 3 converges in 
following cases: 
(a) X;s are i.i.d. in which P{Si = 0) < (c/i)‘j2, see Spitzer [5, p. 721. 
(b) The characteristic functions of XI)s are nonnegative in which 
P{S, = 0) is monotone in i, see Remark 2. 
Now let the sequence of random variables in our discussion be also iden- 
tically distributed. Let the range of random walk {S,: n > 0}, denoted by R,, 
be the cardinality of the set {Si: 1 < i < n}. Then: 
COROLLARY 4. As n+ 00, 
R,/n + P{S, # 0, S, # 0 ,... } a.s. 
Proof. Let Yi=I(Si#Sj:l<j<i-l}, i)2, and Y,=l, i.e.,Siis a 
new point visited by the random walk. Then R, = x1= i Yi. It is clear that 
EYi=P{Sj#O: 1 Q j<i- 1) lP{Sj#O:j>, I}. (7) 
and forj> i> 1, 
EYiYj < P{Si Z Si-l,***, St f S,} P{Sj# Sj-1,***, Sj # Si} 
= P{ s, # o,..., Si-1 #O} p{S, # O9**.9 Sj_i f 0) ~ EYiEYj_i. (8) 
Now since Yi < 1 and EY, is monotone, all the conditions (a)-(d) of 
Theorem 3 are satisfied; see Remark 2, and we are through. 
Dvoretzky and Erdos [2] were first to us (7) and (8) in their study of the 
range of random walk. For one of their results pertinent to our work and 
also an elegant proof of Corollary 4 based on an Ergodic theorem, see 
Spitzer [5, pp. 35-391. See also Breiman [ 1, p. 1211. 
To see another application of Theorem 3, which is closely related to R,, 
let {X,: i > 0, j > 0}, be a double sequence of i.i.d. random variables taking 
values in d-dimensional integer lattice points. For a fixed positive integer q 
consider the random walk {SF’: p > 0) defined by SF) = Cf= i cy= 1 Xij* Let 
R$ be its range up to time m and Q,, = C,“= i R$‘; Q,, is successfully 
used, in Etemadi and Hamedani [4], to obtain stability results for the range 
of a two-parameter random walk {S,: i > 0, j > 0) defined by S, = S!“. The 
following theorem, which concerns the stability of Q,,, is a stronger version 
of Etemadi and Hamedani [4, Theorem 3.21. 
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THEOREM 4. For two-parameter 
cj”= 1 (1 - rcn)/’ < co, the: Q,Jmn 
random walk, ’ 
--t 1 as., as (m, n)+ 00, where r(j) z 
P{&qj’ # 0, sp # O,...}. 
Remark 5. Let f(e), 9 in Rd, be the characteristic function of X, r. Then 
and the right-hand side series in (9) converges if and only if 
Rel( 1 --f(B)}-‘, over the cube C = (0 in Rd: --II < Oi < n, i = l,,.., d), is 
Lebesgue integrable, see Spitzer [5, p, 841. A stronger condition on f(e) for 
the right-hand side series in (9) to converge is the integrability of 
{ 1 - If(e -I which follows trivially by using the inversion formula for the 
characteristic function of Sj”. 
Proof: Define 
yy = {$j’# q/‘l, SI” # p 1 *,.*., sj” # s’i”,, i > 2, 
and Yi’) = 1. Now by Kronecker’s lemma, see Breiman [ 1, p. 5 11, 
(10) 
Jj$I (l - r?!! < 00 implies lim L 5 (1 _ ,(j)) = o. “-NJ2 n ,=1 
(11) 
0 < (mn - EQ,,)/mn = 
I 
5 2 (1 - EYY’) 
li 
mn 
j=l i=l 
< i; (1 -r(‘)) 
I 
n + 0, 
j=l 
(12) 
as (m, n)-t co. Consequently, it is enough to show that 
(Q,, - EQ,,)/mn --t 0 a.s. Now let a > 1, p, = [am], and q,, = [an]. Then 
for every s > 0, 
<c ? 2 Var QPmqn <c f 5 2 Var R$pkq, 
21 n=l (Pm4n)' ' m=l n=I j=l 
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+ C fj q 
j=l me1 
2 fiJ $J Cov(Ylj’, Yy) pkj 
i=l k=i+l )I/ 
co Var y!j) 
9°F c 
i’j 
’ +cg5 
j=l i=l j=1 i=l [ 
i 1Ey;) -Eyjj)I 
k=l Ii i’j 
<cc y+- 
/=I i=l tJ 
+ c c (1 - r(j) )/j< c C (1 - +))/j, (13) 
j=l j=l 
where the last few inequalities follow from (5~(7) when they are applied to 
the sequence (Yi”: i > O}. Therefore by the Borel-Cantelli lemma and (12), 
as (m, n)-+ co, 
Qp,q,lpmqn -, 1 a.s. (14) 
Now the monotonicity of Q,,, using the usual partial ordering on the plane, 
and a standard argument implies that, as (m, n) -+ co, 
T- 
(l/a)’ < lim Q,,/mn < llm Q,,jmn < u2 
for every a > 1 and we are through. 
(15) 
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